Biological cells are able to generate intricate structures and respond to external stimuli, sculpting their membrane from within [1-4]. Simplified biomimetic systems can aid in understanding the principles which govern these shape changes and elucidate the response of the cell membrane under strong deformations [5-9]. Here, a combined experimental and simulation approach is used to identify the conditions under which different non-equilibrium shapes and distinct active shape fluctuations can be obtained by enclosing self-propelled particles in giant vesicles. Interestingly, the most pronounced shape changes are observed at relatively low particle loadings, starting with the formation of tether-like protrusions to highly branched, dendritic structures. At high volume fractions, globally deformed vesicle shapes are observed. The obtained state diagram of vesicles sculpted by active particles predicts the conditions under which local internal forces can generate dramatic cell shape changes, such as branched structures in neurons.
Introduction
One of the fascinating aspects of biological cells is their ability to actively sense and respond to external stimuli, such as the extension of protrusions to explore their environment, and to experience non-equilibrium fluctuations [2] [3] [4] . Such protrusions are generated by forces exerted on the cell's plasma membrane by the cytoskeleton [1] , and even highly branched structures such as glial cells are encountered [10, 11] . Listeria bacteria provide another fascinating example of showing how highly localized forces strongly deform the cell membrane that eventually leads to cell breakage when they infect mammalian cells [12] . Minimal artificial soft matter model systems [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] that mimic certain features of biological systems may help us to understand complex cellular phenomena [7, 8] . One of the prominent questions in synthetic biology and soft robotics is whether and how such soft artificial systems with highly localized internal forces from within, mimicking some aspects of biological cells, can be engineered. One key aspect is to understand how to generate and control shape changes from inside. In this work, we present a simplified biomimetic experimental model system in order to address the question how cells reconfigure their shape and how the membrane responds to a localized point forces from within, such as those exerted by the cytoskeleton. In our combined experimental and simulation study, the plasma membrane of biological cells is mimicked by the lipid bilayer of giant unilamellar vesicles, and the local internal forces are generated by enclosed self-propelled colloidal particles.
In recent years, self-propelled particles (SPPs) have emerged as versatile model systems to study generic aspects of active, out-of-equilibrium systems [13, 14] . For example, SPPs in hard confinements have been shown to accumulate at surfaces or walls [15] and collect in regions with higher concave curvature [16] , elucidating how the presence of activity leads to different spatial distributions compared to thermal, Brownian systems [17] . However, biological cells represent soft confinements, in which localized forces can deform the boundaries. This may create a complex feedback loop between boundary-and curvature-induced SPP accumulation, active force generation, and subsequent dynamic changes of vesicle shape. The possible occurrence of such a feedback loop raises questions about stationary and dynamic shapes, their transformation and dependence on the number of SPPs and their activity. Simulation studies of SPPs enclosed in semi-flexible polymer rings in two spatial dimensions (2D) predict for high volume fractions of SPPs strong, predominantly prolate vesicle deformations and an inhomogeneous distribution of SPPs with accumulation at the poles [18, 19] . Similarly, simulation studies of SPPs confined in 3D vesicles at fixed reduced volume v, again for relatively high volume fractions of SPPs, predict swim pressure-induced shape changes between prolate, oblate, and stomatocyte shapes around v = 0.6, where the free energy of these shapes in equilibrium is nearly identical, so that the system is highly susceptible to perturbations [20] . At high swim pressures, active pearling of the vesicles is predicted.
We present here the first experimental realization and characterization, combined with an extensive systematic simulation study, of such an active vesicle system with pronounced activityinduced fluctuations and shape changes. We employ self-propelled Janus particles driven by local chemical gradients and confined within lipid vesicles to investigate activity-induced vesicle shapes and fluctuations. A simple fluid membrane made with 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine (DOPC) is used here, but the methodology can be extended to more complex lipid compositions. The main results of our combined experimental and numerical study are that particle self-propulsion induces a plethora of new vesicle shapes and fluctuations, ranging from quasi-spherical shapes with active fluctuations to highly branched, dendritic structures and bola shapes. These "active vesicles" (i) constitute minimalistic model systems for understanding how internal forces deform fluid lipid membranes and take them far from equilibrium, and (ii) may contribute to elucidating the underlying mechanisms of shape generation in complexshaped cells, such as neurons and glial cells [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Results and Discussion
Activity-induced vesicle shapes. Self-propelled Janus colloids of diameter σ = 1.0 µm, which have nonspecific interactions with the membrane (both in absence and presence of the propulsion, see SI), are encapsulated in giant unilamellar DOPC vesicles (GUVs) of radius R (see Fig. S1 ). Internally driven self-propelled particles are force and torque free, and a balance between the propulsion and the drag force results in a propulsion velocity v p , controlled by varying the concentration of hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ). When an SPP reaches the vesicle surface, it pushes against the membrane (see Movie S1) and the membrane's response to de- formation is now what opposes the propulsion force. This force is exerted on the membrane as long as the Janus particle does not reorient, which is governed by the rotational diffusion time Fig. 1a ). As a few SPPs deform the membrane (Fig. 1b ), additional SPPs can become trapped in this region of higher curvature, thereby increasing the local force on the membrane and forming a tether (see also Movie S1). A high degree of wrapping of SPPs by the membrane slows down particle movement significantly (see overlaid particle trajecto-ries in insets of Figs. 1c-d), most likely because partial or full wrapping of SPPs reduces their accessibility to the fuel and therefore their activity, as well as the viscoelastic resistance due to membrane deformation. In contrast, for high membrane tension (λ > 10 µN/m), the same propulsion force is too weak to overcome the deformation-energy cost for tether formation, as shown in Fig. 1g . In this case, SPPs follow the membrane curvature and perform a circling motion (see Movie S1) similar to rodents in a hamster wheel. Changes in local membrane curvature induce pronounced clustering of SPPs and can even lead to a cooperative wrapping process. For example, a cluster of several particles generates an increased local membrane stress, so that very long tethers (∼200 µm) can form (see Fig. S3 ), which remain stable until particles reorient and tether retraction occurs.
If the SPP concentration is sufficiently high, tether and protrusion formation are no longer observed. Figure 1f and their tendency to cluster due to diffusiophoretic attraction [13, 14] , and (ii) particle-induced membrane tension prevents large local deformations of the vesicle (see state diagram and shape fluctuations analysis section). At very high SPP concentrations, e.g. φ = 1.9 × 10 −1 , the vesicle can transform into bola-like and prolate shapes (Figs. 1h-i and Movie S2), with satellites connected by thin particle-laden tethers (Fig. 1j ).
We employ computer simulations in addition to experiments to explore the parameter space in more detail, in particular the role of Péclet number, and to elucidate the underlying mechanisms. The in silico model consists of active Brownian particles characterized by a propulsion velocity v p and an orientational diffusion time τ r , enclosed by a dynamically triangulated surface [25] , representing the membrane. Bending elasticity, the membrane fluidity of the DOPC membranes and area constraint are taken into account, sometimes in combination with a volume constraint (corresponding to fixed reduced volume) (see SI for details).
State diagram of active-vesicle shapes. In our computer simulations, the focus is on flaccid vesicles (no volume constraint) where the most dramatic changes are observed experimentally.
In this regime, the membrane properties are predominantly determined by bending elasticity.
Selected experimental and simulation snapshots are shown in Fig. 1 to demonstrate that the observed structures, i.e., tethers (b), dendrites (e), and bolas and dumbbells (h-j), agree very well when shapes are compared at similar Péclet numbers, although particle densities are sometimes slightly different. Movies S3-S5 showcase dynamic formation of a few vesicle shapes for different Pe and φ.
The full state diagram of flaccid active vesicles as function of particle Péclet number Pe and volume fraction φ is shown in Fig. 2a . Three distinct regimes are identified: (i) The "dendritic tether" regime with long and thin tethers originating from a mother vesicle occurs for only large Pe and small to moderate φ. With increasing φ, the number of tethers first increases, as each SPP pulls its own tether, and then decreases as several SPPs tend to cluster in one tether. An For small Péclet number Pe, the particles reorient before they can deform the membrane, whereas for large Pe tethers form. Tether formation occurs when the propulsion force (f p ) exceeds the force required to deform the membrane, similarly to classical tether-pulling experiments [26] . A theoretical estimate for the phase boundaries between the three regimes can be obtained as follows. The propulsion force f p written as a function of Pe is given by 
With increasing total number N p of particles, both the total internal swim pressure and the induced membrane tension increase, which suppresses tether formation. The boundary between the tethering regime and the bola/prolate regime is defined by the suppression of tether formation by activity-induced membrane tension, see Fig. 2a . This boundary is consistent with the simulations: at high φ, the SPPs form a thick particle layer which exerts a nearly homogeneous swim pressure [29] on the membrane, so that membrane deformations are strongly suppressed.
Interestingly, in the "bola/prolate" regime, this also leads to the formation of two or more satellite vesicles. Figure 2b demonstrates that the experimental results are in qualitative agreement with simulations in the limit of a tensionless vesicle. In addition, experiments reveal changes in topology, from extended structures to donut-shaped, stomatocyte vesicles (see Figs. 2b and S5) . This is not observed in the simulations, because topology changes are not allowed (see SI). At high particle loadings, vesicle shapes are not governed by intrinsic passive tension, which is small for flaccid vesicles, but by active tension generated by the SPPs stretching the membrane. The active tension in flaccid vesicles acts in a similar way as a large enough passive tension (Fig. 2c) ,
where the resistance to membrane deformation increases as f tense = πw teth λ. Shape fluctuations. To obtain a better understanding of how the active particles influence membrane dynamics, the spectra of undulation modes are determined from 2D equatorial contours in the "fluctuating vesicle" regime, both from experiments and simulations. Figure 3a demonstrates that the experimental fluctuation amplitudes are strongly enhanced due to activity compared to the passive case. This is reflected both in larger mode amplitudes as well as an increased width of the probability density function (PDF) P(∆r) of the distance between the instantaneous membrane contour and its average position (see inset of Fig. 3a) .
Corresponding simulation results for various activities and numbers of SPPs are shown in Fig. 3b-d . For a vesicle under quiescent conditions, the Helfrich curvature elasticity Hamiltonian predicts a Gaussian PDF, with an FWHM (full width at half maximum) determined by bending rigidity and membrane tension. The simulation results in Fig. 3b demonstrate that the FWHM of the PDF increases roughly linearly with P e. An interesting difference is observed in the fluctuation magnitudes of vesicles with and without volume constraint (Fig. 3b) . Here, the smaller fluctuations with volume constraint can be traced back to the intrinsic membrane tension of a vesicle with reduced volume v close to unity.
Full spectra of undulation amplitudes a 2 versus mode numbers are displayed in Figs. 3 a, c, and d. Experimental and simulation results show very good agreement of all salient features.
The spectra are characterized by two power-law regimes α . For passive vesicles with volume constraint, we find the exponent α −1 for small (tension-dominated regime), and α = −3 for larger (bending-dominated regime), in agreement with earlier observations [30] . For active vesicles, the activity leads to a very pronounced enhancement of the small-modes, with the exponent α −4, whereas the bending-dominated regime remains essentially unaffected.
Another important feature is the dependence on the particle volume fraction φ. With increasing φ, the fluctuation amplitudes increase (see Fig. 3b ), which is also reflected in the more negative exponent α in the fluctuation spectrum (see Fig. 3d ). This happens, because the density and thickness of the particle layer increase, generating a larger active force on the membrane.
However, this increase is moderate, as it is opposed by a larger induced membrane tension.
The effect of activity on membrane fluctuations has previously been studied experimen-tally for vesicles with light-activated membrane pumps [31] and for red blood cells with ATPdependent cytoskeletal activity [32] . The results for these very different active-membrane systems, including ours, all agree on an enhancement of membrane undulations due to activity.
Analytical calculations for quasi-spherical vesicles [33] and polymer rings [34] with spatially uncorrelated colored noise (mimicking the activity) predict a pronounced power-law increase of the fluctuation spectrum for small modes numbers . We now see this enhancement for the first time in our entirely synthetic active particle-membrane system.
Conclusions
We have presented an 
